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CLAS UNCLAS 3Z/STV/MOSTV VIDEO

SERI SERIAL: LD0709181395
PASS PASS: ATTN USIS MOSCOW
ATTN COPY TO TV CENTER

COUN COUNTRY: CIS
SUBJ SUBJ: TELEVISION PROGRAM SUMMARY 071700: MOS 95-5645
SOUR SOURCE: MOSCOW RUSSIAN PUBLIC TELEVISION FIRST CHANNEL NETWORK IN RUSSIAN 1700 GMT 7 SEP 95
TEXT TEXT: //(("VREMJA" NEWSCAST, PRESENTED BY TATYANA KOMAROVA; RECEPTION
GOOD; FIGURES IN PARENTHESES INDICATE TIME IN MINS/SECS SINCE START OF PROGRAM)

1. (0052) HEADLINES.

2. (0115) YELTSIN MADE STATEMENT ON LATEST NATO BOMBING OF BOSNIAN SERB POSITIONS: VIDEO SHOWS YELTSIN MAKING STATEMENT AFTER MEETING WITH GONZALEZ AND SANTER.

3. (0312) REPORT OVER VIDEO OF YELTSIN-GONZALEZ TALKS, SHOWING TWO SIDES IN DISCUSSION, YELTSIN ANSWERING JOURNALISTS' QUESTIONS.

4. (0427) REPORT OVER VIDEO OF ITALIAN FOREIGN MINISTRY SUSANNA AGNELLI'S VISIT TO MOSCOW, MEETING CHUBAYS; BRIEF EXTRACT OF AGNELLI SPEAKING; AGNELLI MEETING KOZYREV AND ANSWERING QUESTIONS (NO VOICE).

5. (0545) REPORT OVER VIDEO OF NATO BOMBING RAIDS, SHOWING EFFECT OF THE BOMBING, EXPLOSIONS, ARMoured VEHICLES ON ROAD. U.S. STATE DEPARTMENT SPOKESMAN QUOTED. FURTHER AGENCY VIDEO FOOTAGE. TALKS ON CRISIS DUE TO RESUME IN GENEVA TOMORROW.

6. (0830) KOZYREV FLIES TO BULGARIA TOMORROW: KOZYREV GAVE BRIEF INTERVIEW PRIOR TO HIS DEPARTURE ON PURPOSE OF HIS VISIT (VOICE).

7. (1038) REPORT OVER VIDEO BY SHEBALKOV ON FIGHTING IN ARGUN, SHOWING DAMAGE TO BUILDINGS, SANDBAGS, SHATTERED VEHICLES, RALLY.

8. (1202) LOBOV SAYS DUDAYEV HAS NO RIGHT TO STAND IN ELECTIONS.

9. (1253) ROSUGOL DEPUTY DIRECTOR SAYS OVER 164 MILLION TONNES OF COAL WERE EXTRACTED IN COUNTRY IN FIRST EIGHT MONTHS OF YEAR.

10. (1320) REPORT OVER VIDEO FROM KEMEROVO OF FUNERAL OF MINERS WHO DIED IN MINING DISASTER.

11. (1402) RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT EXAMINES DRAFT PENSION FUND BUDGET AND OTHER ISSUES. NIKOLAY IVANOV REPORT OVER VIDEO OF SOSKOVETS CHAIRING MEETING: BARCHUK, CHAIRMAN OF PENSION FUND, BRIEFLY QUOTED AT THE MEETING.

12. (1530) YELTSIN SENDS MAYOR LUZHKOV LETTER CONFIDENT THAT ABOUT 1,000,000 SQ METERS OF HOUSING WILL BE BUILT IN MOSCOW NEXT YEAR.

13. (1613) DOLLAR EXCHANGED FOR R4479 ON MICEX TODAY. FINANCE MINISTER PANSKOV SPOKE ABOUT THE ROUBLE CORRIDOR IN INTER·VIEW FOR INTERFAX.

14. (1702) REPORT OVER VIDEO OF OPENING OF MOSCOW BRANCH OF STOLICHNYY SAVINGS BANK, SHOWING MAYOR LUZHKOV AT CEREMONY.

15. (1754) PRE-ELECTION NEWS: ECONOMIC FREEDOM PARTY PUBLISHES ITS LIST OF CANDIDATES; VOLSKY IS TO DECIDE IF HE WILL HEAD LABOUR UNION PARTY TOMORROW. REPORT OVER VIDEO OF MEETING OF RYBKIN'S LEFT CENTRIST BLOCK WITH RYBKIN AND SHATALIN TALKING TO JOURNALISTS.


17. (2045) REPORT OVER VIDEO OF CHRISTIANS OF RUSSIA MOVEMENT STARTING ITS ELECTION CAMPAIGN WITH PRESS-CONFERENCE; ITS LEADER SAVITSKIY EXPLAINS THE PLATFORM OF THE MOVEMENT.

18. (2245) IOSELIANT'S DRIVER AND OTHER MKHEDRIONI MEMBERS HAVE BEEN ARRESTED IN GEORGIA.
19. (2317) REPORT OVER VIDEO BY MIKHAIL ZOTOV OF YELTSIN MEETING UZBEK LEADER RAHMONOV, SHOWING TWO MEN SIGNING DOCUMENTS. ALSO CHERNOMYRDIN MEETING RAHMONOV AND EXCHANGING DOCUMENTS.

20. (2440) REPORT OVER VIDEO OF MEETING OF PRESIDENTS OF ESTONIA, LATVIA, AND LITHUANIA IN TALLINN, SHOWING LEADERS FACING PRESS, AERIAL VIEWS OF TALLINN, GENERAL MEETING IN BUILDING AND WITH MILITARY;

21. (2643) REPORT OVER VIDEO OF REACTION TO THE FRENCH NUCLEAR BLAST IN THE PACIFIC, SHOWING ANTI–NUCLEAR MARCH IN PARIS, SHOTS OF EXPLOSION, DEMONSTRATIONS IN LONDON AND WASHINGTON AND TAHITI AIRPORT RIOTS.

22. (2934) REPORT OVER VIDEO OF SCANDAL IN BRATISLAVA OVER KIDNAPPING OF PRESIDENT’S SON.

23. (3053) REPORT OVER VIDEO OF LAUNCHING OF ENDEAVOUR SHUTTLE AT CAPE CANAVERAL.

24. (3130) REPORT OVER VIDEO ON PLANS TO BUILD A “COSMODROME FOR FLYING SAUCERS” IN BRAZIL WHICH IS BOUND TO BE A MAJOR TOURIST ATTRACTION!

25. (3315) REPORT OVER VIDEO OF SERVICE IN MOSCOW TO MARK 600TH ANNIVERSARY OF OUR LADY OF VLADIMIR CEREMONY ATTENDED BY YELTSIN AND PATRIARCH ALEKSIY.

26. (3539) MAIN POINTS OF NEWS AGAIN.

26. (3445) SPORT.

27. (4050) COMMERCIALS.

28. (4147) WEATHER.
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---EOD---